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Introduction

In Singh (1994) the author defines a logic for multiagent systems, including operators for intentions, know-how and communications. Singh's formalism is extremely
rich. To gain some understanding of the system further investigation of its properties is necessary. This is one of the main purposes of this thesis. We will focus
here on the formal definition of the concept of ability as defined by Singh (1994).
We will develop an alternative definition of ability based on the concept of safety,
the converse of failure, familiar from traditional computing theory and compare it
with Singh's definition. This is useful for several reasons. First of all, it provides
an alternative intuitive understanding of ability. Secondly, it relates the definition
of ability in Singh (1994) to more familiar concepts of computing theory. It will
also suggest some new mathematical tools for reasoning about ability in the formal

framework. As it will turn out, the definition of ability based on the concept of
safety is equivalent to the one given by Singh.
At several places we will use some ideas from Segerberg's action theory. Actually, the concept of safety is one of the extensions Segerberg proposes to use
to extend his action theory (Segerberg (1994)). Although the definitions given
here differ in many respects from those of Segerberg, using the concept of safety
to define ability loosely connects the theory of ability given here to Segerberg's
theory.
In Singh's theory two kinds of actions are distinguished. There are routines and
strategies, corresponding to two different levels of abstraction. Strategies are more

abstract descriptions of actions carried out by agents that could also be viewed as
plans; routines are descriptions of actions at a lower level of abstraction. Strategies
are implemented by routines, as we will show.
The concept of a strategy is also used by Segerberg in his formal theory of
action. Segerberg discusses routines only in his informal explanations. In his logic
no explicit variables for routines are available. In our logic both variables for
routines and strategies occur. The relation between the two concepts is outlined
here in a rigorous and formal way. Therefore our work may also shed some light
1

on Segerberg's action theory. However, the theory expounded here is in a sense
too rich for this purpose, since it also includes a temporal logic which is absent in
Segerberg's theory.
As stated above, my work is based on the theory of Singh. However, at a
number of places substantial changes have been made. At some places this was
necessary to repair a number of shortcomings in Singh's work and to extend the
theory with routines. Furthermore, the theory of time on which Singh bases his
theory (see Emerson (1990)) is replaced by the theory of time of Prior (see Prior
(1967), Thomason (1984)). Although these changes may seem rather dramatic,
leaving little of Singh's original theory intact, we believe we have retained the
essential semantic features of Singh's theory. I.e., the things expressible in Singh's
theory of ability are expressible in ours, and vice versa.

1.1

Outline of thesis

In section 2 the underlying theory of time is defined and explained. In section 3
we define the concepts of basic action and routines. One of the features of these
definitions is that a path semantics is used to define the semantics of routines. We
will also discuss a number of constraints that need to be imposed on the formal
theory in order to comply with our intuitions.
In section 4 the formal definition of ability is explained. We will give two
definitions: One in terms of safety (failure paths) and the other as a recursive
structure. To prove some of the properties and relate routines to strategies in
section 5 we reformulate the semantics of routines and basic actions. We define
a number of concepts which replace the basic concepts used by Singh to define
ability. Using the mathematical tools defined there it is possible to give a rigorous
proof that the two definitions of ability of section 4 are logically equivalent.
In section 6 strategies are added to the picture. Strategies are abstract actions.
It is shown how routines and strategies are related, and that strategies do not add
any new abilities to agents. Thus strategies only provide another way of describing
action. In section 7 we round off with a number of conclusions.

2

Time and propositions
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The basic framework of our theory of action is a theory of time. The theory of
time we use is the Ockhamist tense logic first discussed in Prior (1967) and further
investigated in Thomason (1984). It is a theory of branching time. The fact that

time may "branch" into the future represents the "openness" of the future. The
branches are supposed to represent the alternative futures that are feasible relative
to the current moment. In this theory alternative actions available to an agent are
naturally modelled. Therefore, the choices an agent has can be modelled.

2.1

Formal theory

Formally, time consists of a set of ordered moments. At any moment time is supposed to have a linear past while it may be branching into the future. Graphically,
these moments may be pictured as ordered into a treelike structure. Since we do
not assume time has a fixed beginning, the structure of time does not define a

tree, but an object similar to a tree that we will call a semi-tree. The branches
of a semi-tree represent the openness of the future, while the absence of backward
branching represents the determinacy of the past.

Definition 2.1 (temporal frame)
A temporal frame .T is a structure (T, <), where T is a nonempty set and < is a
strict partial order such that for all moments t1, t2, t3 E T, if t1 < t3 and t2 < t3,
we have t1 <t2 or t1 = t2 or t2 <t1.
A full branch of a semi-tree defined by a frame is supposed to represent one of
the possible ways the world may evolve. Thus, a full branch represents a possible
history. At a particular moment t in the tree the different branches passing through
t represent the possible continuations from moment t on. The continuations are
the feasible futures relative to t.

Definition 2.2 (histories, feasible futures, and periods)
1. a history is a maximal linearly ordered set of moments; formally, a history
H satisfies the following conditions:
(a) H is linearly ordered:
(Vt, i' H • t t' or t' t); and
(b) H is a maximal linearly ordered set:

(VS ç T.((Vt,t' e S.t

t' or t' t) and H

S) =. H = S).

2. H is the set of all histories,
3. H is the set of all histories passing through t, H = {H
3

t

H),

tl

to

H5

Figure 1: The structure of branching time

4. if H is a history and t E H, then the set of all moments after t on history
H, {t' E H i < t'}, is a feasible future (relative to t),
5. a period is a maximal linearly ordered set of moments with a minimal and
maximal element; formally, a period P is a set: P = [t, t'] = {t" t t"
t'}, where t <t'. Note that 0 is not a period.
6. Per(T) is the set of all periods (over T).
I

Convention 2.3
We will use S as a metavariable for sets of moments; P as a metavariable for
periods; P as a metavariable for sets of periods; and H for histories.
2.1.1

The structure of time

The definition of a frame is very general. The only restriction it imposes on the
structure of time is that it must be linear past. For our purposes it will be necessary
to restrict the class of frames. There are several reasons for doing this. However,
at this place it is not yet possible to give these reasons. We will mention them at
the appropriate places.
The two constraints that are needed are discreteness and finite branching. That
time is modelled by discrete frames means that every moment in a frame has a
set of immediate successors (possibly empty). In these frames it makes sense to
speak of the next moment on a history, as it does not in dense models. Formally,
discreteness is expressed by the following constraint.

Constraint 2.4 (discreteness)
[Coh-1] Time is discrete:
(Vt1,t2 e T.t1 < t2
(Vt1,t2 E T • t1 < t2

T.t1 < t3 and —'(t4 Tit1 < t4 < t3))) and
(Bi3 E Ti t3 < t2 and —i(t4 Tit3 < t4 < t2))).

(3t3

4

From now on it will be assumed all frames satisfy constraint Cob-i. So, all
frames are restricted to be discrete (compare Van Benthem (1983)). As noted
above, in discrete frames every moment has a set of successor states associated
with it. The number of successor states of a moment is called its branching factor.
So, a function f might be associated with a frame that gives for all moments their
corresponding branching factor (f yields w if the branching factor of a moment

is infinite). The following constraint expresses that the branching factor of all
moments in a frame must be finite.

Constraint 2.5 (finite branching)
Let I = (T, <) be a frame and f be function from moments t

T to their

corresponding branching factor.
[Coh-2] Time is finitely branching:

f is a function from T to N, the set of natural numbers.
In frames satisfying Coh-2 all moments have a finite number of successor states.

This means that at any moment time is finitely branching. This constraint is
needed to give an adequate formalization of ability. Below we will show that
Coh-2 does not change the logic of time.

2.2

Logical language L

The language of time C defined below is a propositional language with the usual
propositional connectives extended with two operators F ("it will be the case that")
and P ("it was the case that") and a modal operator for historical possibility (E). E
is used to make statements about possible continuations relative to a given moment
("it is (historically) possible that").

Definition 2.6 (language of branching time)
Let be a set of propositional variables. Then the set £ of well-formed formulae
is defined by
[Syn-i]

ç A,

[Syn-2J if,'E A, then A' E A and -'E £,
E A, then P E A,
[Syn-4] if e A, then F E A,
[Syn-3] if

[Syn-5] if 4

then E4 E A.

The language of branching time defined above subsumes the language of linear
time which just is the subset of formulae defined by Syn-1 to Syn-4. In some
formalisms, e.g. the Computational Tree Logic in Emerson (1990) and in Singh
5

(1994), a distinction is made between state formulae and path or scenario-formulae.

For doing tense (and action) logic there is no real difference between these two
approaches. The same distinction could be defined here, as is done in Prior (1967)
(p. 124), but would only complicate matters.
Singh's formalism is somewhat restrictive. In his logic 'PF' is not a wellformed formula. The reason is that the P-operator only applies to state-formula
while F4 is a scenario-formula. Since action statements are formalized in Singh's
logic as scenario-formulae it is also not possible to formalize the statement that a
particular action has occured in the past; it is only possible to state that an action
could have been done in the past. This is undesirable. For this reason and for its
uniformity we prefer the format as it is presented here.

Convention 2.7
-'F-4 ("it will always be the case that

We use the following abbreviations: G4

-'P-' ("it was always the case that "), A -'E—' ("inevitably, "),
4"), Hq5
and
and the usual abbreviations for true and the propositional connectives —p,
V.

2.3

Semantics of £

In this section the meaning of tensed statements is defined.

Definition 2.8 (model)
A model M is a pair (F, I•I) where F is a frame and [ has type : 1 —
The function H assigns intensions to propositional variables. They are interpreted as sets of moments. The meaning of the propositional connectives is defined

as usual. The P-operator evaluates the formula it operates on at some previous
moment. The E-operator is a branching time operator that existentially quantifies
over feasible futures. Since in a branching time structure the future is not yet
settled, one can only say what the future will be like if a particular history of the
branching structure is selected. For this reason, a statement of the form F4 is
evaluated at an index (H, t). Then semantic uniformity suggests all formulae are
to be evaluated at pairs of histories and moments. For notational simplicity we
will assume I=H,t implies t E H. The semantics of the language CL is given by:

Definition 2.9 (semantical definitions for £)
[Sem-1] M )=H,t 4

if

E

and t E tqJ,

[Sem-2]

[Sem-3] M I=H,L 'q if M H,i
[Sem-4]

,

M H,t P if (at' E H • t' < t and M j,gi )'
6

[Sem-5} M =jj,g
[Sem-6]

F4'

if (st' E H • t <t' and M I=H,i' 4'),

M =H,t Eq5 if (RH' E H • M I=H',t 4').

By definition Sem-1 the interpretation of propositional variables is history in-

dependent. All that matters is the moment of evaluation. In terms of the syntactical distinction made above, this means that propositional variables are 'stateformulae'. A more general approach might have been taken by assigning sets of
moment-history pairs as intensions to propositional variables. Horty and Belnap
(1995) use this interpretation. Intuitively, it is not quite clear what this extension
would yield. From a technical point of view, there is a difference: substitution of
arbitrary formulae is not a valid inference rule if we adopt Sem-1. Prior (1967),
who discusses the matter on p. 123-124, suggests the propositional variables should
be split up in two classes: the one class denoting 'wait and see' propositions evaluated with respect to histories and times and the other class evaluated with respect
to moments only.
The semantics given is conservative, in the sense that all validities of linear time
logic are preserved. Note that the future-operator F has been defined as referring
to the strict future, in the sense that we do not have 4' — Fq5 for all 4' ("the future
does not include the present").
A moment t is not individuated by the set of propositional variables it validates.
Two moments ii and t2 may be "internally" similar, that is, denote the same state
of affairs. Nevertheless, t1 and t2 may differ in the tensed statements they validate
indicating t1 and t2 occur at different moments in the temporal order.

Definition 2.10 (valid, satisfiable)
We use the notation (H, t) E M for a history H in model M such that t E H.
1. a formula 4'

is

satisfiable if there is a model M and index (H, t) E M such

that M H,t 4',
2.

valid, notation = 4', if for all models M and all indexes
(H,t) EM we have M hH,t 4'.

a formula 4'

is

Next we will prove that constraint Coh-2 does not change the logic of time.

We need a number of preliminary definitions. Let C denote the class of all models
satisfying Coh-1, but not necessarily satisfying Coh-2 and C1 denote the class of
all models satisfying both Coh-1 and Coh-2 (i.e., the frames of the models in both
classes satisfy respectively Coh-1 and Coh-1+Coh-2). The concepts of satisfiability
and validity are changed accordingly, denoted respectively by =c and I=c1.

Lemma 2.11 (finite branching does not change the logic of time)
Let 4' E £. Then we have: 1c 4' iff 1c1 4'.

7

Proof: The left to right direction is trivial. For the right to left direction see the
proof of a slightly different theorem in Wolper (1989).
A number of significant validities are listed below. We need one more definition:
A formula is a strict past formula if F does not occur in it.

Lemma 2.12 (valid formulae)

1. =

G(q —

—' (G4 — G&),

2. = —p GP4,
3. =Gq5—GG,
4. = Fç5 A F — F( A F1') V F( A &) V F(Fç A '/'),
5.

6.
7.

8. E4—AEçf,
9. = EP75 —* PE4,
10.

for all propositional variables 4,, = A4, V A-'4,,

11. for all strict past formulae P4,, =

P4, — AP4,,

12. =AGEF4,—EGFç5.

the mirror image of a formula as the formula which is the result of
replacing every occurrence of F by P and vice versa. Then the mirror images of
Define

(1)-(5) are also valid. If we take Modus Ponens and Temporal Generalization (from
4, to infer G4, and H4,), then the formulae (1),(2),(4),(5) and their mirror images
plus formula (3) completely axiomatize linear time logic (see Burgess (1984)). (3)
corresponds to the transitivity of < while (4) corresponds to the fact histories are
linear. (5) expresses that time is discrete. As shown by lemma 2.11 there is no
schema that is satisfied in finitely branching models only.

8

Action: introducing the agent

3

In this section we will extend the framework of time with a single acting agent.
Thus, the world is inhabited in the models introduced here by a single agent.
Restricting the models in this way, the only interactions at issue are those of the
agent and the world. There is no interplay with other agents, or, as one likes,
this interplay is implicit in the way the world may evolve. The restriction to a
single-agent theory is made because we will study only single-agent properties in
this thesis.
One of the most important features of action is its causal power to determine
to some extent what the future will be like. An agent cannot normally enforce any
particular future single-handedly, but it may be within his power to narrow the
range of feasible futures. By performing an action all feasible futures compatible
with that action are selected while all feasible futures incompatible with that action
are barred (rejected). For example, the action of raising one's arm divides all
feasible futures in two disjoint sets: The futures where the agent raises his arm

and the futures where the agent does not raise his arm. Thus, action may be
viewed as a selection operator on feasible futures. Acting is a way to control the
future to some extent. In general an agent will only have limited control. In our
theory of action this view will be taken as a basis for a formal definition of action.

3.1

Basic actions and routines

3.1.1

Logical language La

The language of time is extended with a nonempty set of basic actions B and two
program operators ; and + to construct more complex actions. These program
operators are familiar from dynamic logic but are given here a somewhat different
semantics. Furthermore, a modal action operator () is added. Informally, the
statement (b)q5 where b E B is a basic action means that the agent does b and
during the doing of b sometime 4 holds.
Complex actions will be called routines, after Segerberg (1985). The set of
routines is built using the program operators ; and +. ; is a sequencing operator
and + is a nondeterministic choice operator. The nonaction of not performing any
action at all is symbolized by . The nonaction 0 should not be interpreted as
'doing nothing' in the sense of waiting, observing and other passive actions.

Definition 3.1 (routines)
The set of routines H is defined by:
1. 0

1-I,

ifb€13,thenbEfl,
3. f ir1, 2 E H, then (in; in2)
2.

II,
9

4. if iri,ir2 E II, then (7ri + ir2) EH.
A sequence of basic actions b1; b2; . . . ; b, is called an action sequence. By stipulation the nonaction 0 and an action sequence followed by 0, a; 0, are action

sequences; the empty sequence is not an action sequence. We will use a, a',... to
refer to finite action sequences; ir, 7r',. . . , 7r, r2,... denote arbitrary routines.
(equivalent routines and subroutines)

Definition 3.2
Let

i1,ir2,r,ir E H.
on routines is defined as the least equivalence relation satis-

1. The relation
fying:

(a) b b;0, where bE B,

(b) ir0;ir,
(c) ir + ir

(d) 7r1+7r27r2+7ri,

(e) 7r+(lri +r2)E(lr+lri)+'r2,
(f) ir; (in;

(in; in); in2,

in2)

(g) (in + in2); in

(in; in) + (in2; in),

(h) in; (in + in2)

(in; in1) + (in; in2),

ir;in and ir1 +ir2 ir +ir,
on routines is defined as the least reflexive partial order on

in and in2

(i) if in1

2. The relation

ir, then in1;ir2

routines satisfying:

(a) 0 - in,
(b) in1

in1; in2,

(c) in1

in + ir2,

(d) if in
(e) if in
(f) if in

in2, then in1;in

in1, and in
in1, then in1

1n1;1r2,

in2, then in + ir

in,

in.

Definition 3.3 (language of action and time)
To obtain L, from the definition of L substitute L for L in all the rules for L.
In addition, add the following new syntactic rule for La:
[Syn-6] if in E H and

E L, then (in) E La.
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Informally, the formula (7r)4i means that "sometime at the end of executing
4) holds. "Sometime at the end" means here that 4) holds sometime during
the doing of the last basic action executed while doing ir. So, first it is possible
to execute an action sequence that is a proper subroutine of r and then perform
a basic action b during which 4) holds. For example, (b; b')4) means that first b
is completely done and after that sometime during the doing of b' 4' holds. This
choice of semantics is explained by our interest in what an agent can achieve by
doing a particular routine and not by any other routine. Furthermore, the state
of affairs one can realize by doing a basic action are those which are achieved
during the doing of that basic action (cf. Singh (1994)). If we had choosen for
the alternative semantics, where (ir)4) means that somewhere during the execution
of ir, 4) holds, we would give up the first of these two demands. The alternative
semantics, where (ir)4, means that at the end of executing ir, 4) holds, gives up the
second demand.
Convention 3.4 The formula [7r]4) is used as an abbreviation for (ir)true — (ir)4).

means that if the agent can do r it is possible that sometime at the end
of doing ir, 4) will hold.

3.1.2

Semantics of La

Actions are performed over periods of time. To formally interpret actions the
model component I[•1 is extended. H will be used to map basic actions on sets of
is changed. The new type of
periods. This extension means that the type of
H is given by : — p(T) U B — (Per(T)). Basic actions are assumed to be
atomic, in the sense that once the agent has begun performing a basic action he
will complete the performance of that action.
Complex actions are also associated with periods of time on which they are

done. We will say the agent runs or executes a routine ir on a history H at t if
the agent performs the routine on a period beginning at t on H. Formally, if a
routine 7 is executed on H there is a path corresponding to this execution on H.
The following definition makes this more precise:

Definition 3.5 (path according to 7)
Let 7 E H and P e Per(T). The concepts of a path and a maximal path are
defined by simultaneous induction:

1. A period P =

[t, t']

is a path according to 7

beginning

at t or a 7-path

beginning at t if

(a) ir = 0 and t = or
(b) ir = band t <t' and (HP'. P'E bJ and [t,t']
11

P'), or

tI

to

2

3

115

Figure 2: Diagram of paths according to a routine ir
(c) lr=7r1;7r2 and

(st" E T • t t" t' and [t, t"J

is

a maximal in-path and [t", t']

is a ir2-path beginning at t"), or
(d) in = In + ir2 and ([t,t'] is a in-path or [t,t'] is a ir2-path),
2. A period P = [t, 1'] is a maximal ir-path beginning at t if

(a) ir=Oandt=t',or
(b) in = b and P is a b-path and (VP' • (F' is a b-path beginning at t and

PcP')=P=P'),or

(c) ir = ir1; in2 and

(at" E T • t i" i' and [t, t"] is a maximal ir1-path and [t", t']
is a maximal ir2-path), or
(d) ir = 7r1 + in2 and (P is a maximal in1-path or P is a maximal ir2-path),

3. Rt(ir) is the set of IT-paths beginning at t,

4. Rr) is the set of maximal IT-paths beginning at t.
Paths are needed in the definition of the semantics of La. Informally, a path
corresponds to a partial execution of a routine in. A routine in is (partially) executed
on a period P if P is a path according to IT. Therefore, the set Rj(in) may contain
more than one IT-path on a history H. The set R'(in) of maximal IT-paths, however,

may also contain more than one path on a history H. The reason for this is that
more than one action may be performed at a time and nondeterministic choice is
allowed. In the next section the models will be constrained in such a way that
P E Rr(c) and P H is unique for an action sequence (in which the program
operator + does not occur).
Figure 2 illustrates the possible executions of a routine in. The thick lines
represent the paths according to in. The circles labelled by to, i1, t2, t3 represent
moments; at to execution of IT begins, t1, t2, t3 are termination moments of iT. IT is
executed on histories H2, H3 and H4; the corresponding maximal paths are [t0, t1]
on 112, [t0, t2] on H3 and [t0, t3] on H4. IT is only partially executed on H1 and H5.
12

Two routines have the same set of partial execution paths if they are equivalent.

Lemma 3.6 Let 7r,lr' E H.
If ir ir', then R(ir) = Rt(ir').

Proof: Use induction on the length of a proof that two routines are equivalent.
U

Using the concept of a path we can define the semantics of the action operator

0.
Definition 3.7 (semantical definitions for routines)

[Sem-7] M hH,i ()q5 if M H,i ,
[Sem-8] M I=H,t (b)q5 if (st' E H • [i,t'] E R(b) and M I=H,i' ),
[Sem-9]

M H,t (r1;7r2)4

if

(t',t" E H. [t,t'] E R7(iri) and [t',t"} E Rt'(ir2) and M I=H,t" ),

[Sem-lO]

M I=H,L ((7ri+7r2))'f(t' E H.[t,t'] E Rt(iri)URt(ir2) and M =H,i' q).

It follows from the semantical rules for () that (7r)4 is true if there is a ir-path
and at the end of that path is true. In other words, is achieved at the end of a
period on which ir is (partially) executed. This motivates the following definition:

Definition 3.8 (achieves)
Let P E Per(T), H E H and E £.
We say 4' is achieved on a period P on history H if
(3t, t' E H • P = [t, t'] and M I=ii,i' 4').
The following lemma corresponds to the fact that if a routine ir is executed
that achieves 4' there is a ir-path which achieves 4'.

Lemma 3.9
M I=H,t (7r)4' if (P E R(7r) • 4'
The semantics of

is

achieved on period P on history H).

is explicitly given by

Lemma 3.10 (semantics of [ir])
1. M H,t [1114' if

(JP e R(ir).P C H)

(P E Rj(ir)s4' is achieved on period P on history H),

2. M 1H,t —4irl--'4' if

(PERjfr).PcH)and(VPeRt(ir).PcH=cb
is achieved on period P on history H).
13

Note that —[b]-a means that j' holds every moment during the execution of b.
A number of significant validities are listed below.

Lemma 3.11 (valid formulae)

1. (O)-,
2.

=

(7r1;1r2)4

(lrI;O)(7r2)q4,

3. 1= (in; 7r2)4 — (in1)(ir2)q,
4. 1=

(in1+7r2)- (ini)Vfr2)4,

5. =

((ira + 7r2); 7n)

((in; ir) V (ir2; ir)),

6. =(-'A(ir)q5)—'Fq5,
7. = -i(b; O)-' — [b; O]4,
8. =—4b]P--iGq5--+G4.

3.2

Normal forms

For later purposes it will be convenient all programs are in a certain normal form.
In the normal form defined below, the tree-like structure of routines comes out
most clearly.

Definition 3.12 (normal form)
The set of normal forms flnf
1. 0

2. if b

is

defined by:

llj,
B, then b E

3. if b€ 13 and in E

then b;in

H,,j,

4. if in1, in2 E Hnj, then (in + in2) E

Lemma 3.13 Let in e H. Then there are action sequences c,. . . , a, such that
in' = a1 + ... + cx and R(in) = R(in').

Proof: Use induction on the structure of programs. The base cases in = 0 and
in = b are easy. The inductive case in = in1 + in2 is also easy. So let us assume
in = in1; in2. By the induction hypothesis we may assume that in1 = a1 + ... +
1
and in2 = a' + . . . + a. Define the set of action sequences A = {a; a,

a

I

n and 1 j m}. This set defines a program in' of the correct form which can
be shown to be equivalent to ir1; R2 by using the rules for equivalences defined in
U
3.2. By lemma 3.6 we then have Rg(in) = R(ir').

Theorem 3.14 Let in

H. Then there is a ir1
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H,j such that Rt(ir) = Rj(inj).

Figure 3: Two tokens of action-type b are simultaneously performed on [t0,t1].

Proof: Use induction on the structure of programs. The base cases ir = 0 and
= b are easy. The inductive case r = ir1 + ir2 is also easy. So lets assume
= in; in2. By lemma 3.13 we may assume that in1 = a + ... + a and by
the induction hypothesis we may assume that in2 is in normal form. Define the
program ir, = a1; in2 + . . + a,; ira. It is easy to prove that irj is in normal form,
is equivalent to in, and, as a consequence, R(ir) = Rt(ir1).
.

3.3

Coherence constraints

The most important assumptions about basic actions in our theory are that a
basic action is atomic, is done on a period of time of positive length and that each
performance of an action has a unique starting moment at which it is begun and
a unique terminating moment at which performance is completed. Atomicity of
basic actions means that once a basic action is begun it is always completed. Thus,
a basic action is never partially performed.
Note that the same action, denoted by an action symbol b, may be performed
more than once. Of course, this does not mean that a particular action done on
a specific period may also be performed at some later time. To understand what
is going on here, the token-type-distinction must be understood. An example will
clarify the distinction. Two persons may have read the same book, but this does
not mean they also must have read the same copy of that book. The book referred

to which both persons have read, refers to the book-type. The particular copy
read refers to a book-token of that type. The same distinction can be applied to
actions. The same action may be performed at different times, meaning instances
or tokens of one action-type are performed at different times. In this section we
will refer to different action-tokens of an action-type b by indexing it, b0, b1,...;
b, c,... are used to refer to action-types. In later sections this convention will be
dropped.
With this distinstion in mind figure 3 can be interpreted. In figure 3 an action
token b0 is performed on [t0, t1] while concurrently b1 is partially performed on
[t0, ti]. That b0 and b1 cannot be the same token-instance of action-type b is
implied by the assumption that performances of a basic action have a unique
terminating moment. Since t t, bo and b1 therefore must be different tokens.
In figure 3 at t 4, holds while at t -i4, holds. t1 corresponds with the terminating moment of b0 and t2 with the terminating moment of b1. Although this
15

type of situation is perfectly coherent, it cannot be expressed in the action logic. The language defined is not capable of expressing the token-type distinction
on which our example is based. In fact, trying to express the distinction yields
I=H,io (b; ø) A (b; O)-4'. The formula expresses that on a history H at the end
of doing b both and - hold suggesting b does not have a unique terminating
moment.

To repair this shortcoming it should be noted the example trades on the fact
that two actions may be performed concurrently by one agent. The same situation
cannot arise if an agent is allowed to perform at most one action at a time. The
introduction of this constraint does not really restrict the types of problems that
can be modelled. This is so since the models that are allowed under this constraint
still make the modelling of an agent performing more than one action at a time
possible. There are two ways of modelling concurrent action: model a single
agent in the informal theory by two or more agents in the formal model extending
the formal theory to a multiagent theory; interpret basic actions as combinations
of actions simultaneously performed in the informal theory. The constraint also
simplifies the formal models. Therefore, the following constraint on models is
introduced:

Constraint 3.15

(the

agent performs at most one action at a time)

[Coh-3] (Vb, c E B, F1, P2 • (P1 E b1 and P2 E 1c and (2t, t' • [t, t'] = P1 fl

P2 andt <t'))=b=c).
Corollary 3.16

(Vt E H •

M =H,i (b)true A (c)true = b =

c).

The assumptions about basic actions as stated above can now be formally

implemented. We will first state the formal constraints and then give some informal
explanation.

Constraint 3.17 (constraints on actions)
[Coh-4] Performance of basic actions takes time:
t < t'),
(Vt, t' • [t, t'] E bI

[Coh-5] Fixed starting moments:
(Vt0,t1,t2,t3 • ([t0,t2], [t1,t3] E IbI and

to

t1

< t2)

to =

[Coh-6] Fixed terminating moments:
(Vt0,t1,t2,t3

Coh-4

E H • ([t0,t2],[t1,t3] E [b

and to

t1 < t2)

t2 = t3).

implements the assumption that performance of basic actions takes

time.

It ensures the coherence of Sem-8 and definition 3.5 of a path. In the absence of this

constraint,

models would be allowed in

which actions were done instantaneously.
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Figure 4: Cases disallowed by constraints.

Coh-5 and Coh-6 implement uniqueness of starting and terminating moments
of basic actions. Since time may branch into the future, terminating moments
are history dependent. Since the past is linear, starting moments are not history
dependent. Coh-5 implies that all periods on which an action b is done and that
have a non-terminating moment in common have a common starting moment.
Coh-6 implies all overlapping periods on a particular history H on which an action
b is done have the same terminating moment. The constraints disallow cases as
diagrammed in figure 4.
Besides the constraints introduced above, the following technical constraint is

imposed on models. As will be shown below together with Coh-3 to Coh-5 it
implies an agent always does something (or time has come to an end).

Constraint 3.18 (reachabilit!J of moments)
[Coh-7] (Vt, t' • t < t' = (air • [t, t'] E R(ir))).

It follows from Coh-7 that any future moment t' of t is connected by a path
according to some program r. It implies time does not just pass by itself. The
constraint ensures all moments are reachable by action sequences:

Corollary 3.19 (Vt, t' • t < i'

(cr • [t, t'] E R(a))).

Proof: Suppose t < t'. It follows from Coh-7 there is a routine ir and [t, i'J E
Rt(ir). By lemma 3.13 there are action sequences c,. . .,c and [t,t'] E R(c1 +
Since Rt(ci+. . .+c) = Rg(ai)U. . .URt(a) there is an action sequence

c and [t,tl E R(a).
Lemma 3.20 (Vt,t' E H • t <t'

(b E 13,t" E H • [t,t'9 E R(b))).
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Proof: Assume t, t' E H and t < t'. We will prove (*) (Rt" E H.[t, t"] E Rj(b; a))
for some action b and action sequence a. The lemma is an immediate consequence

of(*).
Suppose, to arrive at a contradiction, there is no t" E H such that [t, t"] e
Rt(b; a) for some b and a. Then we have by corollary 3.19 and the fact that t <t":
(3b E B • [t, t"] E R(b)). Since all the periods [t, t"] overlap
(Vt" E H • t < t"
it follows from Coh-3 and the definition of a path that there is exactly one action
done on all these periods: (b E B • (Vt" E H • t <t" = [t, '1 E R(b))). From the
supposition it follows there is no t" such that [t, t"] E R(b) since that would imply
[t, t"] E Rt(b; 0). So, none of the periods on H beginning at t is a maximal b-path.
Coh-6 entails there is a maximal b-path P E R(b) extending all [t, t"J H. Since
P H it follows H can be extended to H U P implying H is not maximal. This
contradicts the definition of H being maximal and so our supposition must be
wrong.

Lemma 3.21 (doing something)

(Vt,t'E H.t<t'4 (to,t1 E H,bEBst0t<ti and [t0,t1] E IbU)).
Proof: Suppose t, t' H and t < t'. It follows from the previous lemma 3.20
that there is a t" E H and [t, t"] R(b) for some b. By the definition of Rr(b)
and [t,t"] C [t0,t1]. Since [t,t"] is maximal t" = t1 and
there is a [t0,t1] E
[t0,t1] ç H.

Corollary 3.22 (Vt, t' E H . t < t' =

(b E B • M I=:H,L (b)true)).

The corollary shows that in the formal theory an agent always does something.
Informaly, this means basic actions may also be interpreted as passive actions like
waiting, sleeping, listening, etc. Note that it does not imply time is eternal. There
may be a final action that is performed until time comes to an end.
The assumption that basic actions are atomic may be formalized by

Theorem 3.23 (atomicity)
IbI and (at". t < i"
(Vt H,t' e T • ([i,t'J
H • [t,i"] c [t0,t1] IbI)).

t' and [t,t'l ç H)) = (t0,t1

E

H.
Dcl for some action c.

Proof: Since H is maximal and t <t' there is a t" such that t < t" and t"

By lemma 3.21 there are to, ti E H, to t < t1 and [to, t1]
It follows from Coh-3 that b = c.
[t, t'J by Coh-5 and for all t" E
t', then we also have i1
Note that if t1

[t,t' n [t0,t2] t2 > t.

U
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to:

Figure 5: Atomicity of basic actions

Informally, theorem 3.23 says that if a basic action b is partially performed
on H, it is completely performed on H. Figure 5 illustrates the requirement that
basic actions are atomic. At ii time branches into different histories H1 and 112.
On H1 action b is performed which ends at t2. The open circle labelled with i'
indicates there must also be some moment t' on history H2 which is a terminating
moment of b. b cannot be partially be performed on history H2.

Lemma 3.24 (valid formulae)

1. =

—'(b;

O)—i

[b;

O],

2. = (GFtrue A (b)true) —* F(—i(b)true V (b; b)true),

3. = (HPtrueA (b)true) — P(-'(b)trueV (b;b)true).

Dynamic logic

3.4

It is possible to derive the necessitation and possibility operators from dynamic
logic in our action logic. The usual modalities of dynamic logic model the beforeafter behavior of a program. To define these operators we need the operators
E, (), and program 0 of our logic. The dynamic operator (7r)d is defined by
;

(7r)d

E(ir; 0); the operator [7r]d is defined as usual as the formal dual of (7r)d,,,,

'(lr)dyn'. (1r)dq5 expresses that if ir is begun in state s, then there is a
[7r]dfl
maximal path according to ir and at the end of that path, at the terminating state
4 holds. It is possible to extend the set of program constructs with the iteration
= ir; ira. Then the semantics of lr*
operator *. Let ir' be defined by: r0 = 0,
ftrn(*)
is defined by
= U, Rr(r').
We have the usual validities:
1.

= k]d(4 A t/) -' ([7r]d,,,q5 A [1r}dtb),

2.

= [7r]dtrue,

3.

1

4.

5. =

fin; 7r2]dn41 4-

[7n1]dyn[7r2]dynçb,

[in + 7r2]cyn?5 4—' [7r1]dfl4 A [ir2]d,,cb,

[ir]

—'
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6. J=

[.*]

[7r}d111,,

[.*]71,/

[7r*]dyn[7r*]dyfl,

8. 1= 4 —

—

[ir])

In discrete models with unit length actions the dynamic operators can be deE(ir). In those models we have R(ir) = Rt(7r). Note that, in
fined by (1r)d
order to define the semantics of the dynamic modalities only maximal paths are
needed. This corresponds to the fact that in dynamic logic only the before-after
behavior of programs is modelled.
In fact, to define the semantics of the dynamic modalities the path semantics
can be reduced to a relational style semantics (for an introduction into dynamic
logic semantics see for example Kozen and Tiuryn (1990)). It is possible to derive
the usual relational semantics from dynamic logic from the maximal paths according to a program ir. If p gives the meanings of programs in the relational style
semantics, define p as follows: p(ir) = {(s, s') I (P E R8(ir) • P = [s, s'})}. Thus,
for the dynamic logic operators the path semantics can be replaced by a relational
semantics. As can be seen from this reduction a lot of information available in our
models is no longer available in the usual models for dynamic logic. In particular,
nontermination or abortion of a program cannot be expressed in dynamic logic. As
will be shown in the next section it is possible to define an operator that expresses
that a program does not abort.
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4

Abilities

In Segerberg (1985) Segerberg writes: "To do something is to run a routine. To be
able to do something is to have a routine available. To deliberate is to search for
a routine." (p. 188) In the previous sections we have dealt with 'doing something'
and running routines. In this section we will try to come to terms with the concept
of ability in the action logic we have constructed so far. We will see that we need
to extend our theory with one operator to define ability.

4.1

Ability and routines

Following up the suggestion made by Segerberg, we might try to define the ability
of agents in terms of routines. The proposal for a definition of ability than should
be something like: An agent is able to do (achieve) 4 if there is a routine available

for him that achieves q. It is worth noting that there are several concepts in
the literature that are related to this informal definition of ability. The theory of
'seeing to it that', called stit-theory, developed by Nuel Belnap and others in for
example Horty and Belnap (1995) and the concept of bringing it about explained
in Segerberg (1989) are the most important ones.
The informal definition suggests an agent is able to do 4 if there is a routine
which when he runs it will achieve 4. Therefore, it may be tempting to define
(sr. I=H,i A[irJ). However, there are several
ability as follows: I=H,t Abq5
reasons why this will not do. For one thing, the routine ir may not be executable

at index (H, t). So we should at least add E(ir)true demanding the routine is
executable. But there is still another, more important reason why this proposal
will not do. The reason is that the routine used by the agent may not be reliable
or safe to use. It may be that on all paths on which r is run 4 may be achieved,
but there may also be certain 'failure' paths associated with ir.
On a history which includes a failure path the agent may not be able to run
the routine ir. A failure path is a path according to some subroutine ir' of ir on a
history, while on that same history there are no paths according to ir (cf. figure 2;
history H1). Intuitively, this means that it is unsure if an agent running a routine
will be able to complete the execution of that routine. In that case the world may

evolve in such a way that it becomes impossible for the agent to complete the
execution of his routine. One of the reasons may be that the resources needed to
execute a routine are not available. For example, an agent may try to read a book
but the light may get too dim to be able to read because it is late in the evening.
The agent lacks control of the situation if he is not able to run the routine.
Under the circumstances it may not be safe for him to run the routine to achieve
a goal of his. Therefore, an agent is only able to achieve 4' by running a routine ir
if it is safe to run r and ir achieves 4'.
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H3

Figure 6: Diagram of a failure path of a routine ir if ir' - ir.

4.2

Formal definition

The informal discussion suggests we must find out when a routine is safe. It also
suggests that to find this out we must find out if there are failure paths associated
with the routine. And finally, it yielded an informal definition of a failure path.
Here we will give the formal definitions.

Definition 4.1 (failure paths)
Let ir E II.

1. A period F' is a failure path of ir at t if

(ir'.ir'

r and P'E Rt(ir') and (VPE Rt(7r).P'

2. The set of failure paths: F(ir) = {P

I

P and P

P')),

P is a failure path of ir at t}.

The informal reading of the definition of a failure path is: There is a subroutine
of ir that is executable on a history H at t, but on that same history it is not possible
to run ir (note that a history, routine, and moment uniquely determine a period;
therefore, we can replace the concept of a period used in the formal definition by
a history, routine and moment). Figure 6 illustrates the concept of a failure path.

At t0 in figure 6 it is possible to execute routine ir on histories H1 and H3, but
not on history H2. On H2 it is possible to run a subroutine ir' of ir, so at to it is
unsure if the agent will be able to execute the routine ir completely.
The set of failure paths includes the failure path according to 0. Since 0 is a
subroutine of all programs, this implies that if the failure set of a routine is empty
it is executable.

Theorem 4.2
1. F2(O)=0,

2. Ft(0+ir)=O,
3. F(b) = 0 if (st'. [t,t'] E flbD),
4. F(b+ b;ir) = 0 if (Rt'. [t,t'] E Ibi),
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5. F(iri;ir2) = 0 = Fj(iri) =
6.

0,

F(ir1)=0='Fg(iri+iri;ir2)=0,

(F(iri) = 0 and Ft(ir2) = 0) Ftfri + 7r2) = 0,
8. (F(b) = 0 and (Vt'. [t,t'J E Rr(b) FtI(r) = 0)) F(b;ir) = 0,
F(ir2) = 0)) Fj(7r1; 2) = 0.
9. (Fj(iri) = 0 and (Vt'. [t,t'] E Rr(iri)
7.

Proof:
(1)

'0=ir'O,
(0 +7r) • P e R(ir')

(2) (VP. (3w'
(3)

(=)[t,t]
Coh-4.)
(=) ir'

Rg(0)

=

= [t,t] ç P)),

is not a failure path

(P E R(b) • [t,t]

P).

(Use

0 or ir'
b. Suppose F(b) 0, say P E F(b). This
implies P E R(0) or P E R(b). Both cases contradict the fact there is no
b

ir'

path P' according to b such that P ç P'.
(5) Suppose P' E Fj(iri). Then: (VP E Rt(iri) • P P' and F' F). From
F(7ri; ir2) = 0 it follows (P E R(iri; ir2) • P C P' or F' C F). This implies
(P Rt(ir1) • P C F' or P' C P). A contradiction.
(6) Suppose P' E Fi(iri + iri;ir2). Then there is a ir' :S (in + ini;ir2) and P'
R(ir'). Now there are two cases: ir' -< in1 and F' E R1(ir') \ R(+H0) where
= {iro ino -< ini}. Both cases contradict the assumption that Ft(iri) = 0.
U

Theorem 4.2(3) entails that a basic action is a safe action if it is doable. It

should be noted that the doability of basic actions implies safeness only because
basic actions are atomic, i.e. they are always completed (thus, figure 2, where in
is a basic action can not occur). Since basic actions are constrained in this way,
the definition of F is correct.

Lemma 4.3 Let in H.
If R(0) Rt(ir) and Fj(ir) =

0,

then F(+H0) = 0 where no =

{iro < in

mo

O}.

The idea is that a routine is safe if its set of failure paths is empty. To be able
to express this in the logical language we introduce a new operator Ok to denote
it is safe to run a routine. The operator Ab will be used to express the abilities of
an agent.

Definition 4.4 (extended language of action and time)
To obtain Lab from the definition of £ substitute Lb for La in all the rules for
La. In addition, add the following new syntactic rules for £th:
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[Syn-7] if ir E II, then Ok(ir) E Lab,
[Syn-8] if

E Lab, then AbqS E Lab.

Using the concept of a failure set we can define the semantics of these operators

by:

Definition 4.5 (semantical definitions for Lab)
[Sem-il] M f=H,t Ok(7r) if Ft(ir) = 0,
[Sem-12] M I=H,i Ab if (sir • M =H,t Ok(7r) A A[irJ).
The behaviour of and the relation between the Ok-operator and Ab-operator is

further illustrated by the following list of validities.

Lemma 4.6 (valid formulae)

1. = Ok(ir) — E(ir)true,
2. = Ok(0),
3. = Ok(O + ir),
4.

Ok(b),

E(b)true

5. = Ok(b) Ok(b + b; ir),
6. = Ok(lri;7r2) —* Ok(iri),
7. = Ok(iri) — Ok(iri + ir1;
8. = (Ok(iri) A Ok(ir2)) —+ Ok(iri + 7r2),
4—*

9. 1=

(Ok(b) A A[b; 0}Ok(ir)) +- Ok(b; ir),

10. = (Ok(iri) A A—i(iri;0)-'Ok(ir2)) —
11. 1=

(-' A Abq) —i EF4,

12. = (Ok(iri)

A

A-'(ir; 0)—'Ab) - Abq'.

Use theorem 4.2 and lemma 3.11. For (12) use the fact that time is
finitely branching.

Proof:

Interestingly, in our theory we do not have the converse of lemma 4.6(8). The
reason is that program ir2 may back up program ir1 when it fails, and vice versa
(cf. figure 7).
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Figure 7: Counterexample to Ok(iri + ir2) —* Ok(iri). Take ir1 = b; c, 7r2 = b; d.

4.3

Dynamic logic (2)

There are several other places in the literature where dynamic logic is extended
with an operator similar to the operator Ok defined above. For example, in Harel
(1979) the converse of Ok, the operator fail is defined, to be able to reason about
the possible failure of programs. This operator fail together with another operator
loop for expressing that a program diverges are used by Harel to define the concept

of total correctness of programs. In our logic we did not introduce the iteration
operator *, so we have no need for the operator loop; diverging programs do not
occur because of this fact.
A fail-operator similar to that of Harel can be defined simply as fail -iOk.
Using the dynamic modalities defined above we get the same validities as lemma
5.3 in Harel (1979) for fail:
1. = fail(iri; 7r2) —' (fail(7r1) V

(rl)dfail(r2),

2. = fail(iri) — fail(iri; ir2),
3.

f=:

[7r]dfaIse —* (fail(iri)).

As before it is possible to derive a relational style semantics from our models
for dynamic logic extended with the operator Ok. The semantics of the operators
(ir)d and [7r]d are defined as before. To define the semantics of the Ok-operator
the semantics of dynamic logic is extended by a function N from programs to
states. N is derived from the path semantics as follows: N(ir) = {s F,(ir) = O}.

function N is used to define the semantics of the operator Ok. N maps a
program r to the set of states from which it is safe to execute ir. The semantics
s E N(ir).
for Ok is defined by: =, Ok(ir)
In Segerberg (1994) a similar extension of dynamic logic with an operator
denoting programs are safe to run is studied. The semantics differs somewhat
from the derived function N as defined in the previous paragraph. The function
The

N in Segerberg (1994) is defined for atomic programs only; the semantics for more
complex programs is derived from it. Segerberg defines a logic of bringing it about
that 4 in which the Ok-operator plays a crucial part. He gives an axiomatization
of his logic and proves it is complete.
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4.4

Recursive definition of ability

In this section another definition of ability will be studied. It will be proven
equivalent with the one defined above. It is nevertheless worthwhile to define
ability in another way for both intuitive and technical reasons. The technical
reason is that a recursive definition of know-how as given in Singh (1994) seems
to be the only viable option.
It will be good to motivate the recursive definition separately for several reasons. First, it may shed some new light on the definition of ability. Second, the
proof that the formal definitions of ability are equivalent will give us more reason
to believe the definitions are adequate. The motivation for the recursive definition
shifts from a discussion about safeness to a discussion about choice.

So far the agent's actions are modelled in a framework of time. The basic
picture that emerges from this theory is an agent making choices as to what actions
he will perform next and thereby selecting certain feasible futures while rejecting

others. In other words, by performing actions certain results are obtained while
other outcomes are prevented from happening.
The choices an agent is supposed to make as to what action to perform will
depend on certain goals the agent wants to realise. A rational agent will choose
those actions that will bring about or achieve his goal. In general the agent will
not succeed in all cases. Only under specific circumstances the agent will be able
to achieve his goal. Here we will address the question when an agent can be said
to be able to achieve a specific condition, from a somewhat different prespective
as the previous section.

4.5

Selection functions

Intuitively, to achieve a specific condition 4 an agent has to make the right choices

or select the right actions. Here, the right action is an action that does not lead
astray or helps to bring about . An action may be said to help bring about 4
if by performing it comes true or after performing it at some future moment 4
may still come true. By selecting actions that help to bring about the agent
always has a chance will hold sometime.
But there is still one element missing. To be able to achieve an agent must
perform sure actions that force the coming about of qS. If at all times by doing
b either 4 holds sometime or after performing b there is another sure action with
respect to , an agent may force by selecting b. Only in the case an agent can
force 4 he is in full control of . So our informal definition of ability is: An agent
is able to achieve if by selecting sure actions he will force to come true.
There are two basic ingredients in our definition of ability: sure actions and
selecting. The latter may be coded into a tree labelled by basic actions. Each node
of the tree represents a sure action an agent may perform to achieve 4. Such a tree
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can be viewed as a recipe or procedure for selecting actions by prescribing which
actions an agent may perform to achieve 4. It goes something like this: Perform

the root of the tree; if done, pick a subtree of which the root may be executed
given the circumstances; if there is no subtree to choose, 4 will be achieved. Thus,
trees are selection functions.
In our logic the only objects we can reason about are routines. However, by
theorem 3.14 routines may be viewed as trees or sets of trees. If we assume all
routines are in normal form, as we may by theorem 3.14, the following recursive

definition of ability in terms of routines can be given. We will first extend the
language with a new operator.
Definition 4.7 (alternative extension of the language of action and time)
To obtain Lb from the definition of La substitute Lab' for La in all the rules for
La. In addition, add the following new syntactic rule for Lab:
[Syn-7'] if r E H and 4 E Lab', then ({7r})q5 e

Lab'.

({ir})4 is meant to express that the agent is able to achieve 4 by doing r. The
semantics of the new operator and the definition of ability in terms of it are given
below.

Definition 4.8 (semantical rules for Lab')
M 1H,t A4,
[Sem-12'] M 1H,t ({b})4 if M H,t E(b)true A A[b]4,
[Sem-li'] M 1=H,t ({O})4

1ff

[Sem-13'J M I=H,t ({b; ir})4 if M I=H,t E(b)true A A([b]4 V [b; 0]({ir})4),

[Sem-14'] M l=H,i ({iri + 7r2})q5

[Sem-15'] M I=H,t AbqS

if M 1H,i ({lri})4 V ({ir2})4,

if (Rir E

• M H,i ({7r})4)

For a more intuitive reading of some of the formulae, we define:

Notation 4.9
1. during(b,cb)
2. after(b,ç&)

[b;ø]4.

Using this alternative notation the right-hand side of Sem-13' becomes: M =H,t
E(b)trueAA(during(b, 4) V after(b, ({ir }) 4)). Intuitively, this formula expresses that
an agent may achieve 4 by executing b; ir if doing b achieves 4 or else after doing
b the routine ir achieves 4.
A number of validities are listed in the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.10 (valid formulae)

{O})-3.A4,

1.

2. = ({b})q5

—'

(E(b)true A A[b]),

3. J= ({b; 7r})i —' (E(b)true A A([b]4 V [b; OJ({ir})4')),
4.

= ({ri + 7r2})4

4—' (({iri})4 V ({7r2})),

5. = ({iri})({r})qfi —'
6. J=(-iq5AAbq)--'EF4,
7. = (Ok(r) A A—'(7r; ø)-'Ab4) —p Abq.

Proof:

.

The lemma is a straightforward consequence of the definition of ({}).

Theorem 4.11 (equivalence of Sem-12 and Sem-15')
The definitions of ability by Sem-12 and by Scm-iS' are logically equivalent:
(sir • M I=H,t Ok(ir) A A[ir]5) if (3ir • M I=H,g ({ir})).

Proof: The proof of this theorem will be given in the next section.

4.6

Opportunity and ability

In the literature, two senses of ability are distinguished. In the first sense, ability
means the same as 'within one's power'. In this case an agent is said to be able
to do something if he is in a position to do it. One might call this type of ability
situated ability, since it depends on the situation under consideration. This sense
is the 'all in' sense of ability which expresses an agent both has the opportunity
and skill. Several authors have concentrated on this type of ability, for example,
Horty and Belnap (1995) and Brown (1990) from a philosophical point of view and
Singh (1994) in his logic for multiagent systems.
In the second sense, ability refers to the skills of an agent. It is the type of
ability internal to an agent (Kenny). It depends on the physical and mental powers
of an agent and does not include the opportunity to do it. As far as we can see,
the second type of ability is not as well represented in the literature as the first.
However, in my opinion it is the more important one. Situated ability can be seen
as the sum of opportunity and skill (ability). An informal theorem thus would be
that an agent having the opportunity and skill to do something is equivalent to
(or weaker, entails) an agent having situated ability. Also, if an agent should be
able to communicate his abilities and reason about them, the skill sense of ability
seems more appropriate. Some authors discussing this type of ability are Kenny
(1975), Tichy and Oddie (1983), Oddie and Tichy (1982) from a philosophical
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point of view and van der Hoek et al. (1994a), van der Hock et al. (1994b) from a
mutliagent perspective.
An interesting thing to notice is that the recursive definition of ability as defined
in 4.5 and the formal definition of opportunity in Oddie and Tichy (1982) are
with some minor points of disagreement identical. This raises the question how to
interpret the formal system developed here. We think there is no question of being
right or wrong here. One could interpret the formal definition of ability both as
situated ability or as opportunity as Tichy and Oddie do. Which interpretation
one chooses depends on the informal interpretation of 'basic actions'. On one
reading basic actions represent actions of agents changing the world, on another
reading basic 'actions' represent the opportunity to do some action (compare this
reading with van der Hock et al. (1994 a)) taken advantage of on some history if
the agent also has the skill to execute it. Admittedly, there are some difficulties
with this alternative interpretation that remain to be solved. For example, what

does an agent do on a history when he has the opportunity but not the skill to
do some action? The basic problem seems to be how to bridge the gap between
having the opportunity and skill and deciding to actually take advantage of the
opportunity.
If basic actions are interpreted as representing opportunity to do some action,

the skills of an agent must be modelled separately. A simple proposal, not any
further explored in this thesis, might be to assign to agents a set of routines
they are able to run. Static agents, each having a fixed set of routines they are
able to run, can be simply modelled by assigning these sets to agents. Dynamic
agents, agents that may learn new skills and loose skills they once possessed,
can be modelled by relativizing these sets of routines to moments. One problem
with the simple proposal is that it implies there is no logic of capability (skills):
One cannot derive general logical principles of capability following up this simple
proposal. Nevertheless, it might be worth further investigating the proposal since
it is a first step towards separating the notions of opportunity and capability.
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Action algebra

5

In previous sections actions were defined as sets of periods or paths. In this
section these sets will be the primary object of study. This means actions will be
investigated from a somewhat more abstract perspective. A number of operations
on sets of paths will be defined. We will show how to derive the semantics of the
logic Lab using these operations. The concept of a forcible set (of paths) is defined
in two different ways. By showing these definitions are in some sense equivalent,
theorem 4.11 will be proved.

5.1

Basic actions

The concept of a basic action and a proper action set is defined. All the definitions
given assume a particular set of moments T and a partial order < on T. Therefore

it will be assumed in this section T and < are given. As before H is the set
of histories, H the set of histories passing through t, and Per(T) is the set of
periods. Actions are done on paths of positive length. This motivates the following
definitions:

Definition 5.1 (paths)

T},

1.

Point = {[t,t]

2.

Path = Per(T),

3.

Path = Path \ Point.

I

t E

It will be convenient to have some notation to refer to the beginning and end
of a path:

Notation 5.2 Let P = [t,t'] E Path. Then P(O) = t and P(#) = t'.
We need one operation on paths, namely the concatenation of paths:

Definition 5.3 (concatenation of paths)
Let P1,P2

E

Path.

P1P2 =P1UP2
=

0

ifPi(#)=P2(O)
otherwise.

Now we can define a number of operations on sets of paths:

Definition 5.4 (operations on sets of paths)
Let P,P1,P2 Path, t E T.

1. 1' = {P E P I

P(O)

=
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2. Ptm = {P E 1'

(VP' E P • P ç P'

3. 7'+={[t,P(#)]

P(#) = P'(#))},

tEPandP€T'},iftEPforsomePEP,

= {[t,t]}, otherwise,

pc={pEpath+ I P'EP.PçP'},
5.P1®P2={P1.P2 PiEPrandP2EP2andPi(#)=P2(0)}.
4

I

The operation yields a subset P c P of paths rooted at t; all paths in this set
begin at • m selects the paths in a set P that are in some sense the longest paths;
for a path selected by m there is no path in the set P extending it. The set P is
the set of maximal paths in P beginning at t. The operation selects all suffixes

of paths in a set P beginning at t. This operation is usefull to decompose a set
of paths which is the sequential composition of two actions. C is the set of paths
that contains all subperiods of positive length of any of its paths. The operation
0 will be used to define the sequential composition of two actions. It is necessary
to use the set P in the definition of 0 if an agent may do more than one action
at a time. In that case we want to say an action P1 is followed by an action P2
if there is a path on which P1 is run and terminates (is completed) and this path
can be extended by a path on which P2 is run.
Now we are able to define the concept of basic action as a set of periods and a
proper action set. These concepts are defined by:

Definition 5.5 (basic action and proper action set)

1. An action P is a set of paths, 0

Pc

Path, satisfying the following

condition:

[Al] Action uniqueness:

P.(P1 ç H and P2 C H and P1flP2 E Path)
2. A set of actions A is a proper action set if it satisfies:
[A2] An agent performs one action at a time:
(VP1,22 E A.(P1 E P1 and P2 P2 and P1flP2 Path)
(VP1, P2 E

P1

=

P2).

Pi =

[A3] Reachability:

A.P ç P'E P1®...oP)).
3. The closure of a set of actions A, notation: AC, is the set AC = (P P A).
(VP

Path .(RP'

Path,P1,...,P

I

Since it was assumed a set of moments T and an order < on T were given, an
action set A is defined relative to a given T; we could say an action set A is an
action set over the set T. A proper action set is a set of sets of periods constrained
by A1,A2 and A3. These constraints cover all the coherence constraints that were
postulated and discussed in section 3.3. This can be seen as follows. Coh-4 is
implemented by defining an action as a set a E (Path) \ 0. A2 is a formulation
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of Coh-3 in terms of the definitions given here. Coherence constraints Coh-5,6, and

7 are constraints on arbitrary sets of actions. If A is an action set and a ranges
over this set, they can be reformulated respectively as:

[C3] (VP1,P2 E P.P1(O) P2(O) <P1(#) =.

[C4] (VP1,P2 E P.(P1
P1(#) =
[C5] (VP E

•P

= P2(O)),

Hand P1(O) P2(O) < P1(#)) *

Hand P2

Path

P1(O)

E

The following theorem shows C3,C4 and C5 hold for all proper action sets.

Theorem 5.6
Let A be a proper action set. Then we have that A satisfies constraints C3,C4 and
C5. In fact we have,

1. C3 can be derived from Al and A3;
2. C4 can be derived from Al; and
3. C5 can be derived from A3.

5.2

Semantics of rab

In this section a definition of a model for Lab is given using the definitions of basic
action and proper action set of the previous section. It will be shown how to recover
the semantics of Lab. The definition of the semantics given here is equivalent to
the one given before. However, since it uses the more abstract concepts given in
the previous sections it will turn out to be easier to use these definitions to prove
theorem 4.11.
We first define a valuation function V for a particular language Lab. A valuation
function V interpretes basic actions and propositional variables.

Definition 5.7 (valuation function for Lab)
Let A be a proper action set over T, 13 the set of action symbols of an action
language Lab and 4 the set of propositional variables of Lab.
A function V : 8 —i AC U — (T) is a valuation function for Lab 111 V : 8 —
is bijective.

AC

It is important that a valuation function V is bijective on basic action symbols.
This is important to be able to recover the constraints that were defined in section
3.3. The constraints Coh-3 to 7 were defined relative to a given language Lab,
while the constraints A1,A2 and A3 are not relativized to a particular language.
Demanding that V is bijective entails that the constraints also hold at the 'language
level'.

All ingredients needed to define models for L are now available. Formally, a
model is defined as follows:
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Definition 5.8 (model for Lab)
M = (T,<,A,V) is a model for Lab if
T is a set of moments, < a partial order on T, A a proper action set over T, and
V : 13 —

AC U

—'

(T)

a valuation function for Lab.

Now it is an easy exercise to define an interpretation function for all terms
and formulae. Given a model M the interpretation function 11' for terms and
formulae is defined by

Definition 5.9 (interpretation function)
Let M = (T, <,A, V) be a model for Lab. As before H ranges over histories and
i over moments. Then the interpretation function
1' is defined by:
• routines:

1. fl0 = Point,
2. IlbIl = V(b),

3. II1;2II

Ikill ®

4.

IIi

1.

IIII = {(H,t)

1k211,

+ 7r211 = IliriII U II2II,
• formulae: formulae are interpreted as sets of indexes (H, t) where t E H. For
notational simplicity it is assumed here that (H, t) entails t E H.

2. —iç = (H

t

I

x T)

E V()} for 4

\ IIIl

3.

fl A 1'I = IkII n Ik'II,

4.

11F411

= {(H, t)

I

6.

IIEII = {(H, t)

(st' E H • t < t' and (H, t') E II4II)}

H • i' < t and (H,t') E IIII)}
(RH' E H • (H', t) E IIII)}

(st'

5. 11P411 = {(H,t)
I

7. II()lI = {(H,t)

E

I

E

(P E

IIirIIt • P

H and (H,P(#)) E

114'II)}.

The semantics defined in this section is equivalent to the one given in previous

sections which is expressed by the following theorem.

Theorem 5.10 Let M' = (T, <, H)

be a model as defined in definition 2.8 and in

section 3.1.2 and M = (T, <,A, V) a model as defined in 5.8 such that Ibi' = V(b)
for all b B. Then we have:
M' I=H,t

* (H, t) E IIIIM
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It can be shown that if M' and M are models as in theorem 5.10 then the
sets of paths R(ir) of partial runs of ir begun at t are the same as Ikilt and for all
these sets we also have R7'(7r) =
The interpretation function can be extended to give the semantics of the operators Ok and Ab. Since the sets R(ir) and rI are the same set Ok and Ab can be
defined using the definition of a failure set as in section 4.2. The two definitions
of ability are listed in the next two definitions.

Iir.

Definition 5.11 (definition of ability)
1.

F(ir) = 0} =
(Vir'.(ir' irand P'E IIir'IIj) = (RPE II7rIIt•P'

IIOk(7r)II = {(H,t)

{(H,t)

I

For P ç

F')) },

2. IIAbII = UEn IIOkfr)II fl IIAk]II.
The recursive definition of ability is defined by

Definition 5.12 (recursive definition of ability)
1. II({O})4II
2.

= IIAII,

II({b})II = IIE(b)truell fl IIA[b]4II,

3. II({b; 7r})ll

= IIE(b)truell fl IIA(Eb] V [b; ø]({ir}))II},

4.

II({i + 1r2})II = II({7r1})II U II({7r2})1II,

5.

Il11)rII = UirErI, II({ir})4II.

5.3

Force-relation

The sets of paths Ilirilt of runs of a program ir beginning at t contain in a sense
too much information. In the case of ability we want to know whether or not a
program can be executed safely and if a sufficient number of runs achieve a certain
condition. This motivates the introduction of the concept of a forcible set which is
defined to contain just this information. To define the concept of a forcible set we
first need to define achievement of a condition for a set of paths. Definition 5.13
generalizes definition 3.8 to sets of paths.

Definition 5.13 (achieves)
Let P C Path.

P achieves çb if (VH.(RP E 1'.P

H) '

(RP

E P.q is achieved on P on H)).

Definitions 5.14 and 5.17 are two different definitions of what we will call force-

relations corresponding to the two different definitions of ability as is shown by
theorems 5.15 and 5.18. Informally, a forcible set is defined as a set rooted at a
particular moment t that is related to a program ir by one of the two relations
Force1 or Force2. Theorems 5.15 and 5.18 also show that a forcible set that achieves

contains the information that an agent is able to achieve 4.
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Definition 5.14 (Forcei-relation)
Let ir E H and P
irForce17 if
1.

Path. Force1 is defined by:

(VH.(PEII7rIIg.PCH)=,(PEII7rlIt•PCHandPEP)),

2. Fg(ir) =

0.

Theorem 5.15
(H, t)

E

IIOkfr)II

fl IIA[r14)II * (P • irForce1P and P achieves 4))

Proof: Use induction on the structure of routines.
Theorem 5.16 Let P C Path,P'

Path, and

If irForceP and (VP E P • (RP' E P • P'

U

E H.

F)), then (sir'

ir s 7r'Force1P).

Proof: There are two cases: (1) IIOIIt C 7'. In this case we have OForce1l'. (2)
ro
0}
IkIh. Then by lemma 4.3 F(+H0) = 0 where H0 = {iro r
U
and +floForceil'.
The relation Force2 corresponds to the recursive definition of ability. In the
next section it will be shown the relations Force1 and Force2 define the same set of
forcible sets. This result implies the two definitions of ability are equivalent.

Definition 5.17 (Force2-relation)
Force2 is defined by:
Let P C Path,ir E
7rForce2P

if

1. r = 0 and lOut c
ir =

b

and Ilbllt

3. 'ir

b;

ir' and IlblIt

4.

=
ir =

ir1

2.

0 and (VP'

E

P • P ç F')),
llbllr.(P E Pt.P F') or lr'Force2P+pl(#)),

IIbII • (BP

0 and (VP' E

E

+ ir2 and (ir1Force2P or ir2Force2P).

Theorem 5.18 Let ir E
(H,t) E lI({ir})4)ll

(P • 7rForce2P

and P achieves 4))

Proof: Use induction on the structure of routines in normal form.
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U

Equivalence of the two definitions of ability

5.4

In this section theorem 4.11 will be formally proved using the definitions of the
previous paragraph. We want to prove the equivalence of the two definitions of
ability defined in 4.2 and 4.5. In the vocabulary of the previous paragraph the
theorem to be proved is:

= IIrII

IIAtII

(1)

which by definition is equivalent with

U

IIOk(r)II fl IIA[WII =

,rEfl

(2)

U II({ir})411
irE flj

which by the normal form theorem 3.14 is equivalent with

U

IIOkfr)II fl IIA[r]II

irEllj

U II({})II

=

(3)

1rEH;

(3) is implied by

Theorem 5.19 Let t E H.

(r

(H,t)

JIOk(ir)II

fl IIAkWII)

(3ir

• (H,t) e

E

II({})lI)

Proof: By theorems 5.15 and 5.18 it is sufficient to show
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irForceiP1) * (3ir E

• irForce2P1)

(4)

(4) can be proved by induction on the structure of routines in normal form. We
will first prove the left to right direction.
Suppose irForceiPt:
1.

ir = 0:
IIøIIt

2.

ç P by definition. This implies OForce2P.

ir =
By definition F(b) = 0 which implies IIbIIt

0.

It is easy to show we also

have(VP'EIIbIIr.(BPEPj.PcP')).
3. 7=b;71:
Fj(b; 7i) = 0 implies liblig 0 by theorem 4.2. Furthermore, we have:
(VH.(3P IIb;iriIIt.P c H) = (3P E IIb;7lIItsP C H and P E 1')). From

this it follows that (VH.(BP

H and P

P-4P'(#)) for all P'

IkiIIP'(#)• C H) = (2P
IIbII, and Fpl(#)(lrl)
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IIlIIP'(#)• C

= 0 by theorem 4.2(8).

By the induction hypothesis there is a ir' such that lr'Force2l'pI(#) for all P'.
Since all models are finitely branching models the induction hypothesis yields
a finite number of routines ir1,. . . , that can be composed into one routine
by the nondeterministic choice operator. This gives us the desired result:
b; (in + ... + ir)Force21't.
4.

in =

in1

+ in2:

We may assume in1, ir2 have a particular form. It is not difficult to prove we
may split up this case in three new cases:
(a) in1

0:

IIOIIt c P or

lOut

OP. In the first case OForce1P and we can apply

the induction hypothesis. In the second case in2 Force1P and we can
apply the induction hypothesis.
(b) in1 = b, in2 = b; in3:
In this case we have b; ir'Force2Pt where in' is given by the induction
hypothesis.
C: In this case we have in1 Force1P or
b; ir and in2 = C; ir and b
in2 Force1P and we can apply the induction hypothesis.

(c) in1 =

The right to left direction is proven by:

1. ir=0:
IlOilt

c P which implies 0ForceiP.

2. in =

Ilbilt

0 implies F(b) =

0.

We have bForce1P.

3. ir=b;ir1:

We have (VP' E IlbiR" • (P E P • P C F') or not. In the first case
bForce2P and we can apply the induction hypothesis. In the latter case for
all P' E llbIl such that (VP E P.P P') we have: inlForce2P+p'(#). By the
induction hypothesis there are in' for all paths F' such that ir'ForcelP+p?(#).
As before (see case 3 above) there are only a finite number of such ir needed.
Furthermore, F(b + b; (ir + ... + in)) = 0 by theorem 4.2 and we have
b + b; (ir + ... + in)Force1P.

4.

= in1 + in2:
Apply the induction hypothesis.
in

.
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5.5

Forcible sets

Theorem 5.19 proves the equivalence of the definitions of ability. The equivalence

is proven by showing that the range of the two relations Force1 and Force2 are
identical. This motivates the introduction of some terminology. Let us say that
a set of paths P is in the force-relation Force1,2 1ff there is a routine r such that
irForce1,2P. Since the two relations Force1 and Force2 determine the same set of
paths the subscripts 1 and 2 could be dropped. The sets of paths in the forcerelation are especially useful! if we want to abstract from routines as syntactic
constructs. Since we will do just this in the next section, one more definition is
given here that will be needed in the next section.

Definition 5.20 (forcible set)
Let P Path be rooted at t, i.e. P = P.
P is a forcible set if P is in the force-relation Force, where Force may be Force1
or Force2.

In the following lemma and theorem some properties of forcible sets are proven.

Theorem 5.22 shows that forcible sets are abstractions from routines; once the
closure of forcible sets under a number of previously defined operators is proven
we do not need to refer to routines anymore but simply can use forcible sets and the
operations defined on them. This is particularly usefull for proving other theorems.

Lemma 5.21 Let P be a forcible set. Then:

Pø.

Proof: Since P is a forcible set P is rooted at some moment, say t, and there is
a routine r E H such that 7rForcel't. Now, the lemma is an easy consequence of
U

definition 5.17.

Theorem 5.22 (the set of forcible sets is closed under +t, 0, and U)
Let 7', 7" be forcible sets. Then:

1. Pt is a forcible set,
2. P ® 7" is a forcible set,
3. If P and P' are both rooted at t, P U 2' is a forcible set.
Pro of:

1. Immediate from the definition of a forcible set and theorem
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is rooted at I. We have to find a set of trees that is in the force2. Clearly,
S E Sg), take v = {O}. In the other
relation of 7'+. If P4.• = {[S;t,t]
case, 7' is i-complete. This means there is a set of trees v = {r1,. . . , r,} that
is in the force-relation of 7', 1 E 1', and (VS e [UIITJ0IM fl S0 • I E S =
(3t1 • [S; to, Ii] E P and I E [S; to, ti])), where to is the root of 'P. Now, take
the following subset of trees: v = {'r1
k and I E D711a}. Since
1
I E 7' the set v is not empty. All the trees r E v have (at least one) subtree
I

r' that is executable by agent a at I (since non-linear past is allowed, one
tree may have more than one subtree executable at t). Say, v' is this set of
subtrees.

We need to show that v'ForceaP+t. Clearly, P is rooted at I and v'
0. Also, l÷t
UTEV,ITP, since v' was defined as the set of subtrees of
v executable at I. The last condition to be proved is: (VS E S • S E
S E 'P+). This follows directly from the fact that 'P is
[UrEv,DTIIM fl S
i-complete (see above).
3. Let 11 be the root of 'P'. Let

'P = {[S;,1

I

[S;t,t1] E 7'). If 'Po =

0,

is a forcible set. Now, suppose P 0. Let v T be in
the force-relation of P and let v' C T be in the force-relation of 'P'. 'Po 0
means there is at least one tree 'r E v and one leaf a E 'r such that for
IrIa. The following procedure must be
some S we have [S; I, i'] E aJja
used to change all those leafs: There are two possibilities: (1) a s* < b>
and b terminates at I' or (2) b is being done at I' by a. In the former case,
concatenate all leafs of trees in v' to a. In the latter case, all trees in v' have

then 'P®7' =

'P

b as radix. Now, remove the radix from all leafs of trees in v' and concatenate

these sequences to a. In this way, we have constructed a set of trees in the
force-relation of 'P ®P'.

4. Since 'P and 7" are forcible sets, there are sets of trees v and v' that are
respectively in the force-relation of 'P and'P'. Now, it is easy to prove that
v U v' is in the force-relation of 'P U'P'.
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Abstract actions

6

An important concept used to extend the logical language £ is the concept of a
strategy. One of the reasons strategies are introduced into the formal theory is
that sometimes the fine-grained level of basic actions is not the proper level of
abstraction to describe the actions of agents. It is useful to distinguish between
two levels of action. The first and most detailed level is that of reactive action.
Reactive action is action performed in immediate response to (minor) changes in
the environment. It is not planned in advance. For example, walking in unknown
area is not an activity planned with great detail in advance. Rather it is done
by partially determining the route while walking and reacting to changes in the
environment, for example, stepping aside when something or someone else comes
in the way. It depends on such factors as other people walking in the hall, the
objects in it, etc. The second level of action is that of planned or strategic action.
Planned or purposive action is performed to achieve something, a goal or intention.
To achieve our intentions we structure our actions by a plan or strategy. In this
sense, strategies are abstract descriptions of actions. As outlined above, strategies
usually are not very detailed plans of action. Instead, a strategy determining the
main goal is divided into subgoals. The different levels of action correspond to the
concept of a routine and the concept of a strategy, to be defined below.
In specifying and designing intelligent agents, abstract actions will probably be
the more appropriate level of description. The level of analysis that specifies basic
actions corresponds to an analysis of the action repeto ire an agent is required to
have to be able to perform more abstract actions. In this sense, strategies do not
add any special capability to agents. Strategies only help to analyze and organize
what skills and capabilities agents have.
In the rest of this section we first define strategies and their syntax. Then the
semantics of strategies is explained. At the end of the section two operators for
decomposition are defined for strategies and some results will be proven.

6.1

Definition and syntax

The formal definition of a strategy is derived from regular programs in dynamic
logic. A difference is that regular programs in dynamic logic are built from a finite
set of basic action symbols, while strategies are built from abstract substrategies.

Convention 6.1 Y (possibly indexed) denote arbitrary strategies.
Definition 6.2 Definition of the language £:
(i) The language £ is built out of the following syntactic categories:
(1) the regular program operators:
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(a) the operator skip, denoting no action,
(b) the operator I, denoting failure,
(b) the one-place operator do, the action of achieving a specific condition,
(c) the two-place sequence-operator ;,

(d) the three-place operator if. then .

else .,

(e) the two-place operator while do •,
(2) the sentences of C.
(ii) the syntax of the strategies is given by the following rules:

[Syn-9] skip, I e £,
C, then do(q) E C,
[Syn-lO] if
[Syn-li] if Y1, Y2 E C,, then Y1;Y2 E £,
[Syn-12} if qf E £ and Yi, Y2 E £,, then if
[Syn-13] if

6.2

then Y1 else Y2 E £,
E £ and Y E £,, then while 4' do Y e £,.

Semantics

We will extend the semantics that was defined in 5.2 by extending the interpretation function
11 to strategies. Recall that a routine ir was mapped by the
interpretation function on a set of paths; IIIrIIM is the set of paths on which ir is
run. Essentially the same intuition is used to define the semantics in the case of
strategies. The intension of a strategy Y will be defined as the set of periods over
which Y is succesfully performed.

6.2.1

Semantical definitions

M to give the semantics of
We will now extend the interpretation function
strategies. The intension of the strategy do(4') is defined as the set of paths P on
which 4' is achieved for the first time, i.e. there is no prefix P' of any of the P E P
achieving 4' (compare definition 5.13). A preliminary notion is defined to be able
to state that a proposition is true at the beginning of a path and at the end of a
path:
Definition 6.3 Let t E T and 4' E Cab.
1. t 1=

4' if (VH E H • (H,i) E II4'II)

i = 4' means that 4' holds at i on all histories passing through t. In
particular, if P is a path, P(O) = 4' means 4' is true at the beginning of path
P and P(#) 1= 4' means 4' is true at the end of path P. Using this notion the
So,

intension of a strategy is defined by
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Definition 6.4 (intension of strategies)
The definition assumes a model M is given. Let P E Path. The semantics of
strategies is defined inductively as follows:

1. IILII=O,
2.

jskip

= Point,

3. P E IIdo(4)II iff

P(#)and(VtEP.it=P(#)),

4. P E IIYi;Y211

if

(P1,P2 • P1 E IIY1II and P2

E 11Y211

and P1. P2 = P),

if

5. P E If

then Y1 else Y211
(P(O) = and P E IIiII) or (P(O)

6.

P E Ilwhile
(P(O)

if

do YII
and P E Point)

and P E 11Y211),

or (Pi,. .. ,P,

E

IIYII.Ni.1 <i <

n

= P1(O) 1=

ç5)andPi....P=P).
Definition 6.5 (semantic equivalence)
Let Y1, Y2 be strategies.
1.

1'1 <'2 if (VM.IIY1II c II'2II),

2.

Y1Y2iffY1-<Y2andY2Yi.

Theorem 6.6 (equivalent strategies)

1. 1
2.

do(false),

(L;Y)J(Y;1),

3. (VY.JSY),
4. skip

do(true),

(skip;Y) Y (Y;skip),
6. ((if x then Y1 else Y2);Y) (if x then (Yi;Y) else (Y2;Y)),
7. while tL' do skip if t' then I else skip,

5.

if 1' then do(q) else skip,
9. while do (while x do Y) -< if (' then while x do Y else skip,
10. while do (if x then Y1 else Y2)
while t& do ((while t' A x do Yi);(while & A —'k do Y2)).
8. while & do (do(qS))
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Proof: (1)-(5) are easy.
6. Suppose Pi P2 E II((if x then Y1 else Y2);)II We may assume P1(O) x
(the other case is analogous). By 6.4 this is the case, if P1 . P2 E 11Y2;Y1•
7. Immediate from 6.4.
8. Suppose P E Iwhile i do (do(4))II. There are two cases. First, assume P(0) 1= b. In this case, P E Ido(c5)1. In the other case, we have
t. This implies P E Point = skip. By 6.4 it follows P E
P(0)
then do(q5) else skipil.
hf
9. Suppose P E hlwhile & do (while x do Y)Ih• There are two cases. First,
assume P(0) = '. Then by 6.4, P E hlwhile x do Yfl. In the case P(0)
P E Point jjskipI. By 6.4 we then have P E hf then while x do Y else skip.
10. Informal proof: as long as holds, if x holds do Y1 else do Y2. So, as long
as b holds do repeatedly Y1 as long as x holds and Y2 if x does not hold.
U

The following lemma expresses that an execution of a strategy has a unique

terminating moment. It states that if a strategy is done on a path and on a subpath
of that path, the subpath has the same terminating moment.

Lemma 6.7 Let Y be a strategy.
(VP1,P2 E YhI•Pi P2 P1(#) = P2(#)).

Proof: Use induction on the structure of strategies. The base cases J.., skip,
and do(4)) are easy. The inductive cases Y1;Y2 and if 4) then Y1 else }'2 are also
This is the case if
easy. For the while do -case, assume P E hhwhile 4) do
and P e Point, or there are a finite number of paths P1,. . . , P, such that
P(0)
P = P1 .
P,. Since by the inductive hypothesis all P1 have unique terminating
U
moments, P also has a unique terminating moment.

'll

.

The
do(q5)

. .

next two lemmas state two results about the intensions of the strategies

and while 4) do Y. The first

intension

lemma states that all

suffixes of a path in the

of a strategy do(4)) are in the intension of do(q5) and vice versa.

Lemma 6.8 Let P E

Path.

P E hIdo(4))Ih if (VP' E Path • (P'

ç P and P'(#) = P(#)) = P' E

IIdo(4))II).

Proof: The right to left implication is trivial. The left to right implication is an
immediate

U

consequence of definition 6.4.

Lemma 6.9 Let P E Path.
P E Ihwhile 4) do YII if
(3P1,P2.P = P1•P2 and ((P1(0)

4)

and

hlwhile 4) do YII)))•
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P1•P2 E Point) or (P1(0)

j= 4) and

P2 E

Proof: Use definition 6.4.
6.2.2

Implementation

Strategies do not add any new capabilities to the ones an agent already has.
Strategies are descriptions of actions at another level of abstraction. The relation between the ability to run a routine and the ability to execute a strategy is
therefore one of implementation. Routines implement strategies. There are two
ways of expressing this relation. A particular routine can be related to a strategy
expressing it implements the strategy or the concept of a forcible set can be used
to expres there is a routine that implements the strategy.

Definition 6.10 (implements)
Let t E T, P Path, 7r E H, and Y be a strategy.
1.

2.

6.3

ir implements a strategy Y at t if
ç Path • irForceP and Pt c IIYII),
P implements Y at t if
P is a forcible set and P C IIYII.

(P

Decomposition of strategies

It is useful to relate strategies to moments. This is done by the two metalanguage
operators L and 1 . The operators respectively decompose a strategy Y relative
to a moment t into the first part tt Y of the strategy still to be executed at t and a
second part 1 Y of Y that would remain to be executed after L Y has succesfully
been done.

Definition 6.11 (j Y and It Y)

,

Y and It Y are defined relative to a model M and a moment t E M. j Y and
1t Y are inductively defined as follows:

(i) definition of Jj:

Y=..L
Y = skip

= ,IY=J,
= Y = skip,

Y = do(4)

It Y =
LY=
It Y =
It Y =

(6)

if t

4,

skip, otherwise,
skip,
It Y1, if L
It Y2, if It Y1 1,
.1. Y = .1, otherwise,
jg Y = It Y1, if t

Y=

Y=

do(),

(5)

if q then Y1 else Y2
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(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)

it Y = L Y2, otherwise,
Y = while

4)

do

=

Y1

Y = skip, if t V: 4),
L Y = L Y1, otherwise

(11)

(ii) definition of It:

12Y=1,

(12)

Y=skip = ltY=skip,

(13)

It Y = skip,
V = Y1;Y2 = It Y = (It Yi);Y2, if It Yi

(14)

Y = do(q5)

skip, (15)

IgY=ItY2, ifIiYi-L,
Y

= if 4) then V1
Y = while

l Y = I,

else

4)

do

V2

Y1

Corollary 6.12 Let t E T and Y

be

otherwise,

= It Y = It Y1, if t

=

(16)
(17)

= 4),

It Y = I Y2, otherwise,
1 Y = skip, if t 4),
It Y = (It Yi);Y, if It Y1
It Y = I, otherwise

(18)

skip,

a strategy. Then:

It Y = J-, L Y = skip, or, for some 4), L Y = do(4)).

Proof: By inspection of the definition of I
Lemma

6.13 I Y = skip entails that I Y = skip or 1t Y = -L.

Proof: The proof assumes a model M is given. The base cases, I, skip and
do, are trivial. If Y = }';Y2, then It Y = skip means that I Y1 = I Y2 = skip
I. By the inductive hypothesis, we have 1 V1 = skip and from
and 1 V1
this it follows tt Y = It Y2 which proves this case. The if 4) then Y1 else Y2follows immediately from the inductive hypotheses for V1 and Y2. The last
case is Y = while 4) do V1. It Y = skip means that either t
4) or else that
U
It V1 = skip. Both cases imply that 1 Y = skip or 1t Y = -L.
case

I

Y
Now we can give a formal proof of the informal explanation that It V and
denote respectively the first and the last part of a strategy still to be executed. In

the former subsection we defined the semantics of a strategy as the set of periods
on which that strategy was (succesfully) executed. The following lemma proves
that if a strategy Y is (succesfully) executed over some period beginning at t, then
1t V is executed over some first part of that period and I Y is executed over the
remaining second part of that period.

Lemma 6.14 [t,t'J E IYI

if (3t1 • [t,t1] E lilt YiI and [t1,t'] e lilt Vu).
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Proof: The lemma is proven by induction on the structure of strategies. The
base cases, Y = I, Y = skip, and Y = do(), are easy. In the latter two cases
It Y = skip. In the former case j J = It ..L. The case Y = if then }' else 1'2
follows directly from the inductive hypotheses for Y1 and 1"2.
The next case is the sequential composition of two strategies Y = Yi;Y2. Suppose [t, t'] = P E ilYil. It follows from definition 6.4 this is equivalent to P1 IiYi II
and P2 E iiY2il for some P1 P2 = P. By the inductive hypothesis this is equivalent to P11 e lilt Y1l1, P12 E lilt ili, P21 E lilt 2ii, and P22 E lilt Y2i1 and

P for paths P11,P12,P21,P22. Now, if It Y = It Y1 this is
equivalent to P11 E lilt Yll and P12 . P21 P22 E ll(It Yi);Y2ii = lilt li• If on the
other hand, J Y = Y2, we have P11 = P12 Point and It Y = It Y2 which
P11 . P12

.

P21

P22

proves our case.

The last case is Y = while 4, do Y1. We will first prove the left to right
4,) or there
implication. By lemma 6.9 [t, i'] = P E ilYil ill (P E Point and 2(0)
are P1,P2 such that (P1 iIiil and P2 E llYli and P1 P2 = P). The first disjunct
implies the right hand side of the lemma since in that case Y = skip = 1 Y.
The second disjunct and the induction hypothesis together imply that for some
P11 P12 = P1 we have P11 E lilt Yili and P12 E lilt Y1. It follows from this that
P11 E lilt Yil and P12 P2 E lilt ll (note that we cannot have P11 Point).
It remains to prove the right to left implication for the iterative strategy. So,
suppose there are paths P1 E lilt YlI and P2 e lilt Yli such that P1(#) = P2(O).
There are two cases: (1) 1 Y = skip and (2) 1 Y skip. In the former case,
P1(O)
4,, L Y = It Y = skip and the left hand side follows immediately. In
the latter case, 1 Y = It Y1 and 1 Y = (I Y1);Y. By definition 6.4 there are
P12 E lilt Y1 and P21 E IIY1I. By the inductive hypothesis we have P1 . P12 ilY'iI.
Putting this together by lemma 6.9 gives us P1 . P2 IlYll. This proves our case.

6.4

Strategies as abstract actions

We will now extend the logical language with strategic action.
The formal language Lb is augmented with two operators, ()j and
extension of Lab with these operators will be denoted by Ab.

The

Definition 6.15 (definition of L)
To obtain Lb from the definition of Lb substitute Lb for Lab in all the rules
for Lb and L. In addition, add the following new syntactic rules for Lb:

[Syn-14] if 4, L and Y 4, then (Y)1q5, Y4, L.
Since strategies are given a before-after semantics, the operator [Y] is defined
as the formal dual of (Y).
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Definition 6.16 [Y]1cb abbreviates -(Y)-'4.

As routines, strategies are executed on a path as was outlined above. The
semantics of the operator Ø will be defined using the semantical definitions for
strategies. The semantics of the operator JY will be given in terms of forcible
sets. The agent is said to be able to execute a strategy Y if he can implement it
by a routine he is able to execute. The concept of implementation as defined in
6.10 is central to our definition of strategic ability.

Definition 6.17 (semantics)
1.

(II, t) E II()icII if
([t, t'J E IIYII • (Fl, t') E IIII)

2.

(H,t) E IIY)II

if

there is a P that implements Y and achieves 4',
3.

(H,t) E IIAb,4'II

if

(JY. (H,t) E II4'II).
Intuitively, (Y)14' means that the agent executes strategy Y on a history H and
that at the time of completion of Y 4' holds. The definition parallels the semantic
rule for (ir)4' in section 5.2. The difference is that the semantic rule for (Y)14'
states that the condition 4' must hold at the time of completion of the abstract
action Y and not somewhere during the execution of the strategy. The semantics
thus correspond to the usual before-after semantics in dynamic logic as was noted
above.

Definition 6.18 (executable)
Let Y be a strategy and t E T.
Y is said to be executable at a moment t if (P • P E IIIIi)•

that a strategy Y is executable at a moment t if there is a history H
passing through t and (H,t) E II(Y)itruell.
The following lemma is the first step in relating strategies and routines. It
Note

shows that a strategy can be decomposed in a first, simple part of the form skip,
I or do(4') and a rest-part. To formally relate routines to strategies it will then
be sufficient to relate the basic strategy do(q5) to routines.
It will be convenient to use the semantic turnstyle to state equivalences. So,
means that 4' is equivalent to 1', i.e. fl4'fl = 11&II; =g will be used to
1= 4'
means 4' and & are equivalent at all
express point-wise equivalence, i.e.
4'
moments t, (H,t) E D4'D if (H,t) I.'II for all H.
Lemma 6.19 (decomposition of strategies)
Let Y be a strategy and t E T.
(Y)I4'

4-+

((.j. Y)*(It Y)14').
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Proof: This is a direct consequence of lemma 6.14.
A number of significant validities are listed in the next theorem.

Theorem 6.20 (valid formulae)
1.

J...),

2. = (skip)q5

= (Yi;Y2)q 4- (Y1)1(Y2)çb,
4. = (if then Y1 else Y2)1q5 i- ((& — (Y1)1c6)

'

3.

5.

= (while

A (—'sb — (Y2)q5)),

do Y1)1q i- (((' — (Yi;while t1' do Y1)1) A (—&

6. = (do(&))14

—p,

((b A ) V (-'& A (saX . a(x)(do())1)))),

7. =-{L,
J= skipç
9. = JYi;Y2 .'. YiY2Jct,
then Y1 else Y2çb ÷- (x —* Y1) A (-'x —
10. =
( — Ywhile tb do Yq5) A (-ib —
do YJçb
11. = frhile
12. = do(&9q (t A 4) V (-' A (Vx. E(x)true A A[x]do(t/'))).
8.

if

&

Theorem 6.21 (equivalence of reactive and strategic ability)
Abq5

Ab3q.

Ab. By Sem-24,
Proof: The right to left direction is trivial. Suppose M
this is the case, if there is a forcible set P that is rooted at t and achieves 4. If P
Jdo(q59ç. If P does
also implements do(q5), we are done. For then, we have M
not implement do(4), we can construct a forcible set P' that implements do(4) as
follows: if [S;t,t'] E P and [S;t,t'] do()I, then there is a first toE [S;t,tl and
[S; t, t0] E do(q)]J since M is a discrete model. Define T = {t0 to E [8; t, t'] E
and (Vt" E [S;t,t0].M =t" )}. Define F: T — p(P) as follows:
P and M
E T • t < to and t'0 E [S;t,t'])}.
F(to) = {[S;t,t'] E P t0 E [S;t,t'] and
Now,
define
P'
= Po U UtOET F(to)_0. P' still
F(t0).
Define Po = P \ ULOET
achieves 4 and is rooted at t. It also implements do(). Since P is closed under
—t and P is a forcible set, P' is also a forcible set.
I

I
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7

Conclusion

We examined two different definitions of ability that turned out to be equivalent.
Since both definitions were differently motivated this result supports the claim
that the definition of ability is adequate. Several concepts were shown to be
closely related, in particular the notions of control and safety were shown to be
closely related.
The formal theory of ability examined here is defined in complex models. It
was shown which constraints are needed to ensure these models are in agreement
with intuition.
One of the reasons the models are so complicated is that actions are modelled
by a path semantics. The work done here illustrates a remark of Segerberg (1994):

Working with paths is complicated. The main reason for this is to allow for
asynchronous actions. It remains a question for further investigation if this is
a good enough reason for introducing so much complexity. We developed some
new mathematical tools to reason about the path semantics that replaced some
of the concepts Singh uses. We think these tools are a slight improvement over
the concepts of Singh. However, it remains a question how to set up a good and
mathematically usuable semantics.
Readers familiar with Singh's theory might criticise our work as introducing
much more complexity than Singh's. Recall our remark, at the beginning of this
thesis, that our theory has the same expressive power as Singh's. So one might
complain where all these complex definitions will bring us. A few remarks to our
defense are in order here, we feel. First of all, we have reformulated the theory since we were searching for a sound mathematical theory without the problems that
remain in Singh's theory. Secondly, we think the complexity is inherent. Integrating strategies, routines, and asynchronous action brings with it the complexity of
our theory and Singh's. Our theory more clearly expounds this complexity and at
the same time makes it easier to derive some theoretical results like the equivalence of the two notions of ability. There is much more too say about the issue of
complexity, but we leave it with this.
We have shown how to relate strategies or plans to routines in a logical theory
that includes both concepts. The redefinition of the semantics in section 5 made
this particular easy. A lot of further research could be done to investigate the
relation of these two notions.
In the future a number of extensions of the theory outlined here could be investigated. In particular, as was hinted at in the thesis, opportunity and capability
of agents could be modelled separatedly. Also, the theory could be extended with
knowledge and belief operators as is done by Singh (1994). We focussed here on
a single agent. For cooperative problem solving, however, we need to have social
models of cooperation and group ability. Therefore, logical theories to reason about
groups should be investigated. This remains the main challenge to investigate.
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